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Abstract
Social networks have formed the basis of many studies into large networks analysis. Whilst much is already
known regarding efficient algorithms for large networks analysis, data mining, knowledge diffusion, anomaly
detection, viral marketing, to mention. More recent research is focussing on new classes of efficient approximate
algorithms that can scale to billion nodes and edges. To this end, this paper presents an extension of an
algorithm developed originally to analyse large scale-free autonomic networks called the Global Observer
Model. In this paper, the algorithm is studied in the context of monitoring large-scale information networks.
Hence, taking into account the size of such networks, the proposed algorithm starts by partitioning the graph
using structural network metrics. This is followed by a calculation of the graph nodes’ metrics, which are used
in the selection from the original graph a subset of nodes to be monitored. The paper is organised as follows: it
will outline the problem definition and algorithm, then will proceed to a brief description of an event and
signature based model used to instrument monitored nodes. Finally, the paper will conclude with an evaluation
using an infection detection scenario, which will be followed by a general discussion and proposed further work.
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INTRODUCTION
The last decades have seen a flurry of interest and activities related to research into information networks
analysis, be it, to study methods for patterns discovery, event correlation, and/or knowledge discovery from
large-scale networks, Kwak et al. (2010). Many real-world applications have been studied ranging from: (i)
social networks analysis, Richardson and Domingos (2002), Barabasi et al. (2000) including: information
propagation and cascades, Bollobas and Riordan (2003), Kawachi et al. (2008), influence of nodes
characterisation, Kleinberg (1999), Brin and Page (1999) and community structure detection, Domingos and
Richardson (2001), Holder et al. (1994), Newman (2004), Krebs (2001); (ii) anomaly detection, Montanaria and
Saberib (2010), Mogul (2006), to mention but a few.
While much is already known regarding social networks, and the application of high-performance computing for
large-scale networks analysis, yet with the “big-data” phenomenon a body of recent research is now focusing on
new classes of efficient yet approximate algorithms which can cope with the billions-scale type of networks such
as Twitter (Kwak et al. 2010). As argued by many, (Leskovec et al., 2007; Yang and Leskovec. 2010; Kang et
al., 2011) the analysis of such extremely large networks are too slow to compute. For instance, the computation
of a single metric such as the centralities measure is known to run in the order of O(n^3 ) with n being the
number of nodes in a graph, Brandes (2001), Newman (2005). Thus, the complete (or exhaustive) analysis of
such graphs will be slow and may only be attempted on an off-line mode, Yang and Leskovec (2010).
However, recent results emerging from studies into social networks are uncovering various cases of selfsimilarity patterns and modularity of not only the networks’ structure, users’ behaviour, but also the data
generated. These findings are providing a rich source of useful heuristics, which are used for instance: for data
reduction and/or parallel execution of networks analysis algorithms, Barabasi et al. (2000), Jeong et al. (2001),
Newman (2003), Yan and Han (2002).
Along this line of work, this paper presents recent results related to a study into algorithms for monitoring largescale information networks to detect global events under incomplete information settings, Randles et al. (2010a,
2010b), Lamb et al. (2007, 2009). The paper is structured as follows: A general definition of the problem is
followed by a description of the method and algorithm used for large-scale graph monitoring. Then the paper
presents a laboratory-based evaluation of the algorithm, which uses the “infection diffusion” problem to evaluate
the algorithm. Finally, the paper concludes with a general discussion, concluding remarks and suggested further
work.
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PROBLEM DEFINITION
Taking into account the scalability concern stated above, in order to monitor the dynamics (such as information
cascade, influence) of a given social network by mining its graph will require addressing a number of aspects
including:
•

Graph partitioning: this requires the study of generic and domain specific heuristics to facilitate the graph
partitioning problem. For instance, networks self-similarity and modularity properties, which as shown by
Leskovec et al. (2012) can reduce the amount of data been analysed, where 2.5 million blogs collected
were reduced to 45000 blogs relevant to their experiment. Also, Randles et al. (2008) showed in their
study that the graph size can be reduced by 17% while still providing 90% knowledge of the network
state.

•

Accuracy: this requires the study of methods to estimating the accuracy and/or loss of information, which
is vital in assessing the trade-off of computational cost versus information loss of a considered algorithm.

•

Computing the minimal monitoring subgraph: this requires the study of decision supports for the
selection of the “best” node to monitor, Montanaria and Saberib (2010), Lamb et al. (2009).

Figure 1: Hierarchical organisation of structural observers.

METHOD
We represent a network under consideration as an undirected graph G = (V, E) with V a set of vertices and E a
set of edges. We define a cluster C1 in graph G as Ci = (Vi, Ei) where Vi is a subset of V. Thus {V1, …, Vk} = V,
and {E1, …, Ek}

E.

We define O = {o1, …, om} as the set of observer nodes, which are mapped by a function M to a cluster’s
representative nodes (Fig. 1). The selection of the representative nodes per cluster is sometimes selected as the
centroid of the subgraph, Wu et al. (2004). Similarly to Leskovec et al. (2007) and Kang et al. (2011) we
calculate the cost function cvi of a node vi as:
𝑐𝑐𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = ∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖

which combines the node structural metric in the graph and the node’s decision cost. This is detailed below.
As illustrated by Figure 1, the observer graph forms a virtual fully connected graph. Other approaches inspired
by the BIRCH model, Zhang et al. (1996) use a trees data structure to represent such hierarchical structure of
clusters to representative nodes.

Algorithm: Observer Graph Computation
computeObsGraph(Graph g) {
List<Communities> communities = graphPartition(g);
for (Community c : communities) {
computeNodeMetrics(c);
observeNodeSet = communityToObserve(c);
observeNodeMap.add(observeNodeSet);
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}
}
communityToObserve(Communities c) {
Collection<Node> nodes = c.getNodeSet();
List<Community, Node, Cost> rankedMSet;
for (Node n : nodes) {
cost = n.getNodeCost;
rankedMSet.add(c, n, cost);
}
Comparator comparator = new MyComparator();
Collections.sort((List) rankedMSet, comparator);
observeNodeSet = rankedMSet.select(criteria);
return observeNodeSet;
}
Figure 2: Java-like pseudocode of aspects of the developed algorithm.

ALGORITHM
As illustrated in Figure 2, the algorithm for monitoring a graph G is performed as follows:
•

Partitioning the graph using structural network metrics. Similarly to, Wu et al. (2004) we use betweeness
centrality to perform the partitioning of the graph (Fig. 3), which follows Newman’s (2004) method for
community detection. For this we use Brandes (2001) algorithm to computer nodes betweeness centrality,
which runs on a weighted graph at O(nm + n^2 log n) time complexity.

Figure 3. Visualisation of the graph partitioning process.
•

To compute the subgraph of nodes to be monitored – the placement of monitoring points – is a multicriteria optimisation problem to be computed on the whole graph is an NP hard problem. Thus, the
algorithm performs this in a number of steps: (i) for each community (or partition), it calculates its nodes’
cost function. The latter is computed as a node structural metric using betweeness measure – others
measure are also possible such as node’s degree, PageRank, Hits. (ii) nodes’ cost function is used to
select a defined proportion of nodes with maximum/minimum cost, which represents the observer (or
monitored) nodes set for each graph partition.

•

Instrumenting monitored nodes using the Global Observer Model describer below.

ARCHITECTURAL MODEL OF THE GLOBAL OBSERVER
In order to meet some of the engineering requirements to automating the monitoring of large-networks, a Global
Observer Model was proposed and first described in Lamb et al. (2007, 2009). This model is a “distributed”
implementation of the standard observer software pattern, Rosenblum and Wolf (1997), Beck et al. (2000). The
model uses a signature-based condition event action to detect and dispatch events. As illustrated in Figure 4 the
model provides a number of features:
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•

Modelled Elements: these provide the description of the structure to be assessed, such as the collection of
set of monitored nodes and associated event listeners.

•

Model Change Events: these provide the descriptions for the invalidation mechanism. In other words the
event handler.

•

Signature Template: implementations are responsible for: specifying the match criteria, the model to
assess, and for assessing the match criteria and providing a result.

•

Invalidation Handler: the invalidation handler should provide functionality (to be used by an interested
party, such as an observer) to determine when a signature should be reassessed.
InvalidationEvent

ModelChangeEvent

-affects : Signature

-affects : ModelledElement
-affectedBy : ModelledElement
-type : ModelChangeType

1

ModelledElement
+getChildren() : Collection<ModelledElement>
+getParents() : Collection<ModelledElement>
+getNeighbours() : Collection<ModelledElement>

1..*

1

1
1

SignatureInvalidationHandler
-invalidatedSignature : Signature
-accuracyPriority : double
+addInvalidationObserver(in obs)
+removeInvalidationObserver(in obs)

1

1

1

ModelledElementFactory
Signature
-checkedModel : ModelledElement
-checkingObserver : StructuralObserver
+checkMatch() : bool
+getMatch() : double
+createInvalidationTrigger() : SignatureInvalidationHandler

+createElementFor(in object : object) : ModelledElement
+getAllElements() : ModelledElement[]
<<relies on for system-level object
creation>>

<<checked by>>
StructuralObserver

-elementFactory : ModelledElementFactory
+processModelChangeEvent()
+getAllElements() : ModelledElement[]

Figure 4: Signature and invalidation handler - significant classes, relationships and methods
In this work, we use this event-based model to support the runtime anomaly detection. Although, other methods
using time series analysis of sampled measures (metrics) are also usable.

EXPERIMENT
In order to evaluate the algorithm, we used the “infection” detection scenario to experiment with the different
monitoring strategy. Thus the evaluation focusses on the system’s ability to keep an observed system “protected”
against an introduced infection. The diffusion of infection is used here to measure the success or otherwise of
infection protection (or monitoring) employed.
As shown in Figure 5, immunised nodes are shown in green. Infected nodes are shown as red, while “normal”
nodes are blue. The size of the node indicates the number of connections to other nodes (the degree).
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Figure 5 Infection simulation network screenshot
An infection is introduced to a randomly selected set of nodes of a graph G. The infection then propagates from
one node to another with a probability p. The validation experiment compares the infection propagation with: (i)
no monitors deployed (referred to as none strategy), (ii) randomly selected monitored nodes (or random
strategy), (iii) used global observer model to select monitored nodes (or intelligent strategy).
In addition, the implementation of the global observer model was assessed based on two main criteria:
•

The cost of the selected observation strategy: we simplify this to count how many nodes needed
observation under each monitoring strategy for the same simulation settings including: graph size,
propagation model, and experiment duration.

•

The effectiveness of protection: we calculate how many nodes were infected at the end of a given
simulation run.

Figure 6: Cost of monitoring strategies (Network Size vs. Nodes Observed)

DISCUSSION
As illustrated in Figure 6, the cost of observation – in terms of the number of deployed units at the system-level
– the None Strategy is the lowest cost, while Random Strategy increases with the size of the system. However,
the Intelligent Strategy, while increasing with the overall size of the system, is a very low-cost option. This
suggests that the intelligent strategy is potentially selecting the observation targets efficiently.
In addition, the Figure 7 indicates the number of nodes infected after the infection attempt simulation; the plot
for None Strategy indicates an open control – the effective spread of the infection algorithm without any
observer protection.
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Figure 7: Effectiveness of monitoring strategies (abscissa: Network Size)

CONCLUSIONS
Recent research in information networks and social networks analysis is focusing on new classes of efficient yet
approximate algorithms which can cope with the billions-scale type of networks such as Twitter, Kwak (2010).
As argued by many, Leskovec et al. (2012), Yang and Leskovec (2010), and Kang et al. (2011) the analysis of
such extremely large networks are too slow to compute. For instance, the computation of a single metric such as
the centralities measure is known to run in the order of O(n^3 ) with n being the number of nodes in a graph,
Brandes (2001), Newman (2005). Thus, the complete (or exhaustive) analysis of such graphs will be unrealistic
and may only be attempted on an off-line mode, Yang and Leskovec (2010). New results emerging from studies
into social networks are uncovering various cases of self-similarity patterns and modularity of not only the
networks’ structure, users’ behaviour, but also the data generated. These are providing a rich source of useful
insight and heuristics, which are used in selective data reduction and/or parallel execution of networks analysis
algorithms, Barabasi et al. (2000), Jeong et al. 2001), Newman (2003), Yan and Han (2002).
However, careful design and analysis is required to exploit and apply such heuristics. Along this line, this paper
presented results related to the development of an approximate algorithm for monitoring large-scale stochastic
information networks. This study focussed specifically on methods for detecting global events under incomplete
information settings, Randles et al. (2010a, 2010b), Lamb et al. (2007, 2009).
The paper presented a general definition of the problem and method used. This was followed by a description of
the proposed monitoring algorithm, which is used to compute an optimum set of nodes to monitor – referred to
here as the observer subgraph. The algorithm performs this task in the following sequence:
•

Partitioning the graph using structural network metrics: this is performed following the Newman’s
method for community detection, Newman (2005). In other words, through an iterative process until
communities emerge (Fig. 3), it calculates nodes’ betweeness centrality measure using an implementation
of Brandes (2009) algorithm. Then removes edges with the highest betweeness centrality measure.

•

For each community (or partition) the algorithm calculates its nodes’ cost function. The latter is
computed as a node structural metric using betweeness measure – others measure such as node’s degree,
PageRank, Hits are also possible. Then nodes’ cost measure is used to select a defined proportion of
nodes with maximum/minimum cost to represent the observer (or monitored) nodes set for each graph
partition.

•

Each monitored nodes is instrumented following the Global Observer Model architecture.

A laboratory-based evaluation of the algorithm using synthetic graphs and an “infection diffusion” scenario
shown that the Global Observer Model, Lamb et al. (2007) can reduce the size of monitored subgraph by 17% of
the original graph while still provides 90% knowledge of the graph state, Lamb et al. (2009). In addition, as
expected the algorithm has shown an improved protection via the use of the global observer layer.
Whilst the laboratory experiments have shown positive results, more tests are required. In particular, a further
evaluation of the algorithm is underway to apply the algorithm to outlier detection using real dataset of the
autonomous system (graph of the Internet) from the Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection, SNAP (2012).
In addition, further work is required to investigate (i) the distributed implementation of the algorithm and its
performance analysis, (ii) interplay of time-series analysis and event-based model for anomaly detection.
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